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Fieldwork is now complete for our 

4th annual CPL study. 

As we prepare for a mid-

November release of The 

Canadian Podcast Listener 2020, 

we wanted to share some early 

insights we’re seeing.

Results in this mini-report are 

taken from a large sample 

calibration survey of all Canadian 

adults. This survey sets the 

sample frame for our main survey 

of monthly podcast listeners.

The Canadian Podcast Listener

Sneak Peek 2020

What makes podcasts unique? 

What needs states do they serve?

Intuitively, we know that podcasts 

are a deeply engaging medium. 

To validate that, we asked 

Canadians a series of questions 

comparing: 1) the attention 

listeners pay to podcasts; and 2) 

the user needs that podcasting 

serves vs. other media activities.

(Results build on results from the 

Personal Prime Time study conducted 

in the US by the IAB in early 2018.)

Survey Details 

• 5-minute online survey

• 3,033 Canadians aged 18+

• Email invites sent to 

representative national sample 

on MARU Voice Canada  

• September 24 & 25, 2020

https://www.iab.com/insights/personal-prime-time/
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Podcast listening ranks 

in the top tier of media 

activities for holding 

attention

Podcast listeners concentrate more closely 

when they listen to podcasts than do those who 

are watching short videos, checking social 

media, or listening to music. Concentration 

levels fall in the same range as watching 

shows/episodes or shorter info-driven hits such 

as checking news or weather.

Degree of concentration on each media activity 
(% 4 or 5 out of 5 where 5=“a lot”)

Source: The Canadian Podcast Listener 2020

Thinking about those times when you do each of the following, how closely are you 

concentrating on that activity when you are doing it?

Base: Canadians, aged 18+ who did each media activity in the past week (podcasts, 

n=531;short videos, n=1601; social media, n=2,130; listen to music, n=2,182; watch shows, 

n=2,173; check news, n=2,534;  check weather, n=2,664) 



Podcasts serve distinct needs from other 
entertainment-oriented media activities

Reflecting the lean-in nature of  the medium, most podcast listeners say they listen to “learn something new” as well as “to be 

entertained.” Music listeners and TV or video viewers are more likely to check in to their media to “unwind” or simply “pass the time.” 

Source: The Canadian Podcast Listener 2020

For which of the following reasons would you say you [DO MEDIA ACTIVITY]?

Base: Canadians, aged 18+ who did each media activity in the past week (podcasts, n=531; short videos, n=1601; listen to music, n=2,182; watch shows, n=2,173)
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Compared to social media users, podcast listeners 
listen to learn and to be entertained

Social media users most commonly go to their social network to “connect with others” and/or just “pass the time.” 

Source: The Canadian Podcast Listener 2020

For which of the following reasons would you say you [DO MEDIA ACTIVITY]?

Base: Canadians, aged 18+ who did each media activity in the past week (podcasts, n=531; social media, n=2,130) 
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Podcasts serve a richer set of needs than the news

Podcasts are used by podcast listeners for entertainment as information and learning new things, 

while checking the news is more of  a one-dimensional pursuit to “get information.”

Source: The Canadian Podcast Listener 2020

For which of the following reasons would you say you [DO MEDIA ACTIVITY]?

Base: Canadians, aged 18+ who did each media activity in the past week (podcasts, n=531; check news, n=2,534) 
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Takeaways

• Podcasting provides an attentive lean-in audience to advertisers. Podcast listeners 

concentrate more closely when they are listening to podcasts than do music listeners, short 

video viewers, or those checking social media.

• Podcasts uniquely serve listeners looking to be both entertained and to learn something new.

Other media activities typically focus on either entertainment or information or, in the case of  

checking social media, to connect with others.
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For more information on the findings in this report,                     

please contact:

Jeff  Vidler
Signal Hill Insights
jeff@signalhillinsights.com
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